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Abstract

It is well known that the term qīngzhuó in the Chinese historical phonology 

(shēngyùnxué 聲韻學) means the distinction between voiceless and voiced; 

commonly translated as 'clear and muddy' in English literature. But the meaning 

'voiceless and voiced' does not seem to match well with 'clear and muddy'.

This discrepancy has been explained by the result of external factor such as 

the ancient Indian phonetics. Although the influence of Indian linguistics should 

be admitted enough, the mismatch in meanings of qīngzhuó cannot be explained 

well in the context of Indian linguistics.

This study assumes that there must have been common grounds in the 

meanings of qīngzhuó, including the meaning of high/low pitch in the traditional 

Chinese music theory. By examining semantic and phonetic features in the 

term's uses (in everyday expressions, in traditional music, and in linguistic 

notation of consonants), this study have extracted a common element.

As for the meaning of qīngzhuó in musicology, this study applies a methods 

of acoustic and sound perception theory. High pitch sounds produces a stronger 

perception in audible range below 5,000Hz, which coincides well with the 

meaning 'high vs low' of musical note. Further this corresponds again to the 

basic meaning 'clear and muddy' in everyday use, since the distinction 'clear / 

muddy' is concerned with the semantic feature [±transparent] or [±divergent]. 

Regarding the 'voiceless vs voiced' in historical phonology, this study applies 

the distinction 'fortis / lenis' that refers to the strength of segments in 

articulatory phonetics. Here fortis means 'strong' and lenis 'weak', which provides 

the feature of [±strong]. 

Is the term ‘Clear and Muddy (qīngzhuó 淸濁)’ really clear and 
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Finally the single principle, consolidating the features  [±divergent] [±high] 

[±strong], is yīnyáng dualism, a traditional chinese way of thinking on nature 

and human life. Through yīnyáng, the findings of this study can be displayed 

as;

yáng= [+strong] high sound = strong sound (voiceless) = [+divergent] clear

yīn  = [-strong] low sounds = weak sound (voiced)    = [-divergent] muddy

This equation shows how the three seemingly mismatched uses of qīngzhuó

could have been unified by yīnyáng dualism. It should be noted that these three 

are unified as one, not directly but indirectly by way of yīnyáng. 

Although the articulatory classification of sounds was imported from the 

ancient Indian phonetics, the traditional chinese way of yīnyáng has found to 

have worked even in the domain of auditory perception.

1. Introduction

In Chinese language, the word qīngzhuó (淸濁, or clear and muddy) generally 

has three meanings.

* In everyday use: means 'clear and muddy', or refers to the existence or 

absence of transparency in liquids such as water or air.

* As a jargon in traditional music theory: refers to the high or low pitch of a 

musical note.

* As a jargon in the historical phonology (shēngyùnxué 聲韻學) : refers to the 

distinction of voiceless or voiced class of consonants.

It does not seem that the first meaning of qīngzhuó corresponds to the 'voiceless/ 

voiced' category. How can voiced consonants (eg. [b], [d], [g]) be perceived as 

'muddy'?

This mismatch has been explained as the result of the influence of the ancient 

Indian phonetics. The ancient Indian phoneticians classified consonants by auditory 

phonetic elements; manner and place of articulation, voicing and aspiration. After 

buddhism was introduced into China, the Chinese began working on translation of 

buddhist scriptures, which helped them getting a deep knowledge of the Indian 
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linguistic methods. Thanks to these knowledge, compilers of rhyme tables such as 

Yùnqīng (韻鏡) in Song dynasty (宋), succeeded in systematically classifying their 

language sounds. Therefore, the term qīngzhuó in historical phonology has been 

inevitably disconnected from the meaning 'clear and muddy'.

But did the ancient Chinese compilers of rhyme tables randomly choose the term, 

regardless of the its traditional meaning? If they had already achieved a fairly deep 

understanding the essential linguistic concepts, why do they take the long way to 

get the word that had been meant 'clear and muddy'?

This question entails an assumption that the ancient Chinese scholars would have 

made serious observation of the linguistic sounds in their own way, rather than 

took a word randomly for their new jargon. Hence this study attempts to examine 

whether there are some points of agreement or common grounds between these 

three meanings of qīngzhuó.

Another meaning of qīngzhuó, the distinction 'high/low' pitch in musical note will 

be first examined. Some sketches on music acoustics will be given, since the topic 

of research is related to the perception processes of sounds. And then this study 

aims to prove a common semantic component in the three way meanings in the 

basic usage(clear and muddy), music theory(high and low), and the historical 

phonology(voiceless and unvoiced).

2. Meaning of 'clear and muddy' qīngzhuó(淸濁)

2.1. Semantic distance between ‘clear / muddy' and ‘voiceless / voiced'

Qīngzhuó composes of two monosyllabic words, 'qīng (clear 淸)' and 'zhuó 

(muddy 濁). The basic meanings of this pair are 'clarity' and 'muddiness' of a 

physical entity, respectively. And the meaning of qīng extends as far as to 

'transparency, integrity', implying the high property or value of an abstract 

existence, while that of zhuó 'opacity, dizziness, turbidity'. This usage is frequently 

observed as early as in ancient Chinese classical texts.1)

The following shows the distinction of qīng / zhuó.

1) 'The (muddy) Jīngshuǐ river merges into (clear) Wèishuǐ river, making the latter muddy (a poem 

'Gǔfēng’ (谷風) from the Book of Ode (Shījīng 詩經).
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qīng (淸) : (clear) (clean) (fresh)

zhuó (濁) : (muddy) (opaque) (dirty)

The semantic component [±transparent], the binary opposition of the existence or 

absence of transparence, can be extracted as follows.

qīng (淸): [+transparent] (clear) (clean) (fresh)

zhuó (濁): [-transparent] (muddy) (opaque) (dirty)

The same semantic notation can be applied to qīngzhuó in historical phonology.

qīng (淸): [-voiced]

zhuó (濁): [+voiced]

It is apparent that [±transparent] and [±voiced] do not match well. For example, 

[p, t, k] (幇, 端 , 見母 in Middle Chinese) cannot be understood as clear and 

clean sound, nor [b, d, g](並, 定, 群母) can be felt muddy and dirty.

This is the same in the other languages that had accepted Chinese characters 

from ancient times. In Korean, qīng has referred to 'clear, clean, transparent, pure, 

noble'. And zhuó has been used to 'mixed with other substances in liquid or air' 

and then 'rough and thick (sound), not pure, polluted'.

Interestingly enough, in domain of speech sound, most Korean speakers do not 

perceive such sounds as [p, t, k] to be 'clear'. They have rather accepted nasals 

and liquids(n, m, ŋ, r, l) as 'clear sounds' !2), implying that they do not feel the 

voiceless sounds 'clear'. 

In spite of the little coincidence between the two uses of qīngzhuó, however, 

there must have been a common semantic ground here. Before exploring this, let 

us see another use in a chinese musicology.

2.2. Qīngzhuó in traditional music theory

In traditional Chinese music theory, qīngzhuó corresponds to the distinction in 

2) When it comes to the voices stops [b, d, g], it is not easy to decide how the Koreans feels, 

because these sounds have not behaved as phonemes since the ancient Korean.
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sound pitch. Qīng means high pitch, while zhuó means low.

On the famous phrase, "As two of them alternately respond to the song, qīng 

and zhuó alternate the role of masters."3), Jīngshén (鄭玄 127 ~ 200 CE) 

comments that "qīng refers to the series of instruments from ruíbīn (蕤賓) to 

yīngzhōng (應鐘), whereas zhuó means the series from huángzhōng (黃鐘, yellow 

bell) to zhònglǚ (仲呂)"

In ancient Chinese music theory, music was called lǜlǚ (律呂). Lǜlǚ mainly 

composed of 12 scales. Each note of the 12 scales is regularly adjusted by the 

length of the pipe (wind instruments) or the string (string instruments).

The names of 12 scales are as follows (陳應時 1994: 3). Starting from 

huángzhōng representing the lowest note, the length of pipe or string of each 

instrument are supposed to be made regularly longer.

   黃鐘 C → 大呂 c# → 太簇 D → 夾鐘 D# → 姑冼 E → 仲呂 F 

    → 蕤賓 F# → 林鐘 G → 夷則 G# → 南呂 A → 無射 A# → 應鐘 B

It is evident that the comment of Jīngshén refers to this 12 scales. And Kǒng 

yǐngdá (孔潁達 574-648 CE), a famous scholar in Tang dynasty, adds a 

commentary again to Jīngshén's words; "the longer one is qīng and the shorter one  

zhuó." 4)

In other words, the longer the pipe, the lower the sound will becomes. And the 

shorter the pipe, on the contrary, the higher the sound. Hence qīngzhuó means the 

high and low pitch in the ancient Chinese music theory.

The meaning of qīngzhuó in music theory seems to be different from the that of 

daily term. Of course the high pitch note can be felt clear or transparent, and the 

low sound turbid and cloudy. But these impressive descriptions are insufficient. In 

addition, qīngzhuó means the good or bad 'value'. How can the low sound be 

'turbid and polluted'?

The clues to solve this dilemma can be found in acoustic theory. The physical 

3) Chànghé qīngzhuó diéwèi xiāngjīng 倡和淸濁 迭爲相經 (Jīngshén, 鄭玄, Comments on three Book of 
Rites 三禮注)

4) Zhǎngzhě zhuóyě duǎnzhě zhuóyě 長者濁也 短者濁也 (Kǒng yǐngdá 孔潁達, Just Meaning of the Book of 
Rites, Lǐjìzhèngyì, 禮記正義), (Choi 2000:110-111).
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Figure1. Relations between sound loudness, intensity, and 

pitch.(Danes & Pinson, 1993, translated ed. 1999:97)

strength of a sound is mainly produced by sound pressure or intensity. But the 

loudness (sound strength perceived by human auditory system) does not coincide 

linearly with the physical strength. The strength of a sound that a person feels 

through her ears is influenced by both intensity and pitch.

The audible range of human auditory system covers 0dB to 120dB in intensity, 

and 20Hz to 22,000 Hz in pitch, while most of casual sounds audible to human 

covers between 100 Hz to 5000 Hz. Interestingly enough, when the sound intensity 

is the same within this pitch range, the higher sounds are perceived the louder to 

human ears (Johnson 2003). 

What would be the pitch of the ancient Chinese musical note like? Previously in 

the paper, the 12 scales was displayed along with modern western notations; 

starting from C (huángzhōng 黃鐘), moving to the right and reaching the final note 

B (yīngzhōng 應鐘). 

With a piano keyboard as a convenient sample, there are several high-level scales 

(octaves). The pitch of C4 in the center of the keyboard is around 262Hz (C3 is 

131Hz, one octave lower, whereas C5 higher to 523Hz). Interestingly enough, the 

archeologically excavated huángzhōng produced a frequency of 410.1 Hz (Chen 

1997: 13). This finding tells that the ancient Chinese standard tone would be closer 

to C5 (more precisely between G # and A), which tells us that most of ancient 

Chinese musical notes would have possibly been performed below pitch of 

5,000Hz. 
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Figure 2. Musical scales in a keyboard(Lapp 2002:40)

Figure 3. Pitch ranges of western string instruments

(Lapp 2002:61)

If the frequency of huángzhōng was 410 Hz, the sounds from ancient Chinese 

instruments would have been, at the highest, around 5,000Hz. Based on the 

previous Figure 1, the higher note would have possibly been perceived 'stronger' 

and the lower note 'weaker'. So the following equation holds.

high sound = strong

low sound  = weak

Here the strong becomes qīng and the weak zhuó. 

high sound = strong = qīng

low sound = weak  = zhuó

How can strong sounds coincide with qīng? This can be inferred from the 

Chinese yīnyáng (陰陽) dualism.

Yīnyáng composes of two words; yīn (a shade) and yáng (sunshine). This term 

represents a key way of thinking for the Chinese. It is a key methodology to 

interpret the phenomenon of the world including human activity and body; yīnyáng 
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as sun vs moon, day vs night, hot vs cold, hard vs soft, bright vs dark, odd vs 

even as well as well as men vs women, aggressiveness vs submissiveness, 

activeness and inactiveness (Chen 1997: 2343).

When this way of thinking is applied to sounds, the higher will be understood as 

yáng, and the lower as yīn. Likewise the higher sounds will be qīng and the lower 

sounds zhuó.

When a high pitch sound reaches human ears, the human will perceive it 

stronger than low sounds. She might feel high sounds spread farther, while low 

sounds fall heavily. The feature of high and far-reaching can be described as 

'divergence'.

yáng = [+ divergent]

yīn  = [-divergent]

Remember the semantic feature of everyday meaning of qīngzhuó was described 

as [±transparent]. As 'transparent' corresponds well to 'divergent', the following 

equation holds.

high sounds = strong = yáng = [+divergent] = [+transparent] = clear = qīng

low sounds = weak  = yīn  = [-divergent] = [-transparent] = muddy = zhuó

Here, two different meanings of qīngzhuó in everyday use and musical terms 

have been connected through the yīnyáng (陰陽) dualism. It should be noted that 

the opposition in qīngzhuó in sounds has produced from that of 'strong and weak', 

rather than directly from 'clear and muddy'. 

2.3. Qīngzhuó in historical phonology

In yùnjìng (韻鏡), the typical rhyme tables in Song dynasty, the consonants are 

divided into five (or seven) classes according to the place and manner of 

articulation. And in each classes, the consonants are again classified by phonation 

(voicing, aspiration). For example, 'back tooth sounds' (yáyīn 牙音) are described as 

follows. 
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distinction of qīng and zhuó
qīngzhuó

(no distintion)
qīng (voiceless)

voiced

(wholly muddy)
not aspirated 

(wholly clear)

aspirated

(second clear)
見k 溪kh 群g 疑 ŋ

Table 1. Classification of yáyīn (back tooth sounds)

distinction of qīng and zhuó

qīngzhuó

(no distintion)
qīng (clear, voiceless) zhuó (muddy,voiced)

not aspirated 

(wholly clear)

aspirated

(second clear)

not aspirated

(wholly muddy)

aspirated

(second muddy)
見k 溪kh 群g ? 疑 ŋ

Table 3. Classification of yáyīn (back tooth sounds)

見 jiàn (wholly clear, quánqīng, 全淸) 

溪 xī  (second clear, cìqīng 次淸) 

群 qún (wholly muddy, quánzhuó 全濁) 

疑 yí (quánqīng 淸濁)

Note the table below with reconstructions of these consonants in Middle Chines

e.5) 

But this table is problematic since the distinction of aspiration in voiced sounds 

(wholly muddy) is not notified, whereas the voiceless sounds divide into wholly 

and second clear. 

Below is the table redesigned by applying the same classification as in voiceless 

sounds.

Although the new table holds a balance in distribution of features, it cannot be a 

meaningful one, because no aspirated voiced stops have existed in Chinese. This 

will prompt another question such that why the ancient chinese scholars took 

trouble to give a special focus on the distinction between voiced and voiceless? 

Could they not rather choose, as the first classification criteria, the feature of 

5) As for yáyīn, there is no big difference among the scholars except Karlgren whose reconstruction of 

voiced stop has aspiration; 群 gh. This study does not follow his opinion.
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Figure 4. the basic symbols of 

Devanāgarī (Rogers 2005: 215)

aspiration, which covers both the qīng and zhuó sounds? If they consciously 

adopted this unnatural classification, it is hard to say that they are made up of 

Chinese internal traditions. That is why the influence of the ancient Indian 

phonetics should be referred to. 

But actually this classification of stops are closely related to the ancient Indian 

phonetics. The ancient Indian scholars developed śikṣā (श ि◌क◌्ष ◌ा ), a rigorous study 

to accurately pronounce the sacred scripture, Vedas. They divided the process of 

pronunciation into the intra-buccal part and extra-buccal (Allen 1953:22).

Intra-buccal process (ābhyantara-prayatna)

 (a) Closure - associated with the class of stops

 (b) Opening - associated with the class of vowels

 (c) Constriction, of two degrees, associated with 

          (i) the class of fricatives

          (ii) the class of semivowels

Extra-buccal processes(bāhya-parayatna)

  (a) Glottal - associated with voice and non-voice(breath)

  (b) Pulmonic - associated with aspiration and non-aspiration

  (c) Nasal - associated with nasality and non-nasality

They had already analysed structure and function of human articulatory organs, 

place and manner of articulation, phonation types. The Devanāgarī alphabet (letters 

for Sanskrit) in Figure 4 is the result of this research.

Interestingly enough, this classification are reproduced in Chinese literature on the 

studies of Sanskrit notation, one of which representative works is The Book of 

Siddham Notation (悉曇字記), a representative Siddham study written by a 
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Figure 5. Back tooth 

sounds in The 

Book of Siddham 

Notat ion(From 

Appendix of Lee 

and Ahn 2006)

buddhist monk Zhīguǎng (知廣) in Tang dynasty. In this book, the consonants are 

classified in the ordering of 'back tooth sounds' (牙), 'tooth sounds' (齒), 'tongue 

sounds' (舌), 'throat  sounds' (喉), 'lip sounds' (脣), and ‘biànkǒushēng’ (遍口聲).6)

And in each class, the consonants are re-classified by distinctions of voicing 

(voiceless, voiced) and aspiration (Lee and Ahn 2004). Follows a part of back 

tooth sounds.

back tooth sounds (牙聲)

ka (迦字) kha (佉字) ga (迦字) gha (伽字) ŋa 哦字

Through these working on Sanskrit notation, the distinction of voicing could be 

incorporated as well in the compiling of chinese rhyme books.

Now, let us go back to the first question. Why the Chinese compilers choose the 

term qīngzhuó, which had already been used 'clear and muddy' or 'high and low'?

The answer would be found in the terms 'fortis and lenis' in modern phonetics. 

The terms generally mean the strength of consonants7) that is produced by 

articulatory energy. Actually Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996: 95-96) define the 

distinction 'fortis vs lenis' as the existence or absence of greater articulatory energ

y.8) For example in stop consonants, voiceless stops have a greater mean oral 

6) Biànkǒushēng is the case where two or more consonants are already combined (Lee and Ahn 2006: 

60).

7) The distinction fortis/lenis began as early as in the 19th century with the findings that the voiced 

segments at the word initial to be produced voiceless in English, German, Dutch. In this respect, the 

distinction voiceless/voiced was replaced with fortis/lenis; fortis sounds with high overall muscle 

tension (normally voiced) and lenis sounds with low overall muscle tension (normally voiced) (Laver 

1994: 343-344) (Ladefoged and Maddieson 1996: 95-96).

8) In addition, the authors also propose 'the increased respiratory energy applied in the production of a 

segment'. But they give little importance to this, because "it is a comparably rare event" (Ladefoged 

and Maddieson 1996 : 95).
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pressure than voiced. 

This definition can be applied to the distinction between auditory strengths of 

voiced and voiceless consonants; the stronger the articulatory energy becomes, the 

stronger the auditory strength will also does. And the voiceless consonants will be 

more strongly perceived to human ears including the ancient Chinese people from 

Han to Song dynasty.

Of course, it needs to be cautious in using the terms fortis and lenis, because 

they are concerned mainly within the domain of articulatory phonetics. But since 

the study on auditory phenomena has a lot to be performed, this assumption will 

hopefully be a hypothetical idea.

Now another equation can be produced.

voiceless sounds = strong

voiced sounds   = weak

Applying the yīnyáng dualism (yīn means weak and yáng does strong), the strong 

sounds coincide with yáng while the weak sound yīn.

voiceless sounds = strong = yáng

voiced sounds   = weak  = yīn

This equation can be added to the previous one. 

high sounds = strong = yáng = [+divergent] = [+transparent] = clear = qīng

low sounds = weak  = yīn  = [-divergent] = [-transparent] = muddy = zhuó

With all the findings consolidated, the equation below holds.

yáng= [+strong] high sound = strong sound (voiceless) = [+divergent] clear

yīn  = [-strong] low sounds = weal sound (voiced)    = [-divergent] muddy

This equation shows how the three seemingly-mismatched uses of 'qīngzhuó' have 

been unified by a consistent principle, yīnyáng dualism. Not directly but indirectly 

by yīnyáng, the three are unified as one. Although the articulatory classification of 
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sounds was imported from the ancient Indian phonetics, the traditional chinese way 

of yīnyáng still had worked in the domain of auditory perception of sounds.

3. Summary 

1) The meaning of qīngzhuó in chinese historical phonology does not seems to 

match well with that of every day use. The cause of this gap has been sought in  

the influence of the ancient Indian phonetics. 

2) It can be agreed that the chinese historical phonology was strongly influenced  

by the Indian linguistics, especially in articulary phonetics. But the term qīngzhuó  

can neither be explained by Indian linguistic terms . 

3) By examining the semantic features of the term's three uses (in everyday 

expressions, in traditional musics, and in the linguistic notation of consonants) this 

study have extracted a common ground.

It is yīnyáng dualism, a traditional chinese way of thinking on nature and human 

life, that works as a consistent principle, linking the three meanings by semantic 

features of [±strong][±divergent].

4) The three meanings of qīngzhuó have been unified, not directly but indirectly 

by yīnyáng. Although the articulatory classification of sounds was imported from 

the ancient Indian phonetics, the traditional chinese way of yīnyáng still have 

worked in the domain of auditory perception of sounds.
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